Multi-factor interations in Caligari and Mather's (1975) ANOVA for eight substitution lines of Drosophila melanogaster in nine invironments were examined by cluster analysis. The results indicate a concise explanation of both types of interchromosomal interactions-that which determines the average effect of genotype and that which determines the ordinary genotype-environment (GE) interaction-as follows. For chaeta number, when only one of the three major chromosomes (X, II, and III) of W-stock is substituted by S-stock, the phenotypic values do not change. However, if more than one chromosome is substituted, they change and differ among themselves. The same pattern holds for yield of offspring with respect to S-stock. The data were also investigated by a two-line analysis using an extension of Mather and Caligari's (1976) approach. The statistics for testing the hypothesis of no dependency of GE interaction between a pair of contrasting chromosome (i e., g values) against the background chromosome, which the pair has in common, are closely related to a component of ANOVA in the eight-line analysis. For those data the g values are shown not to be independent of the background chromosomes. An implication of these analyses is that genes which control average effect and those which control sensitivity to environmental change can be conditionally dependent on other genes of the same type within a chromosome.
INTRODUCTION
An algebraic formulation of genotype-environment (GE) interaction based on Mendelian concepts was first presented by Mather and Jones (1958) . This approach has been expanded greatly in recent years and several hypotheses relating to the genetic structure of GE interaction have been postulated by Professor Mather and his colleagues in Birmingham (e.g., Mather, 1975) . One of the key experiments contributing to these developments is Caligari and Mather's (1975) (subsequently referred to as CM75) experiment with Drosophila melanogaster. Eight chromosome substitution lines grown under nine environmental conditions arising from all combinations of three temperatures and three container types were studied for number of sternopleural chaetae and yield of offspring. An important feature of this experiment is that the eight substitution lines were constructed from all possible true-breeding combinations of the three major chromosomes X, II and III, derived from Wellington (W) and Samarkand (S) inbred stock (i.e., 2 factorial combinations).
Since each chromosome was manipulated as a unit in constructing these lines, the data provide a unique opportunity to assess the GE interaction in terms of a polygenic model. In the first (CM75) of two papers, the data were analysed as 2 x 32 factorial experiment. The effect of major chromosomes and their interaction with each other and with environment were examined in terms of Mather and Jinks (1971) genetic parameters. In the second paper, (Mather and Caligari (1976) , (MC76)) they analysed the data using Bucio Alanis (1966) two-line analyses, and three statistics were investigated with respect to four sets of different background chromosomes.
The main interest in CM75 and MC76 appears to have been to use this set of data to develop a theory of two types of genes, one controlling "overall effect" (i.e., genetic or average effect), and one controlling "sensitivity to environmental changes" (i.e., GE interaction), and to substantiate the genetical model of GE interaction suggested by Mather (1975) . In their analyses, CM7S based their inference almost entirely on the main chromosome effects (a term represented by two genetic parameters d and g, see Although the average differences between genotypes are clearly very important aspects in the interpretation of these data, it is also true that some of the two-factor interactions are significant even when the larger error variance estimated from the related diallel experiment was used; and several three-factor interactions are significantly larger than the random error (which CM75 considered appropriate for these effects). It is therefore worth considering the possible difference in interpretation of the whole experiment if the relatively large interactions are considered to be real.
Interpretation is, however, complicated because significant interactions are linked by common factors: in a factorial experiment, if the factors involved in significant interactions are mutually exclusive (e.g., A X B, C )< D in a A x B x C X D factorial design) each interaction can be interpreted separately, but, if they are interrelated by a common factor (e.g., A < B, Bx C), separate investigations of each interaction may not reveal the relationship among factors since factor A depends on B, and B depends on C. Under these circumstances the overall interaction structure should be investigated for all factors involved in the interactions. This means that for the present data at least four factor interactions need to be investigated. However, the examination of these relationships cannot be done easily by using tables of means. The strategy we adopt is to re-define the design as a two-way classification of two super factors (8 genotypes in 9 environments) Derived from the figures given by Caligari and Mather (1975) : 0.3855/4=00957, and 449 1/2 2246 respectively. and group the genotypes based on their similarity of average effect and sensitivity to environmental change. The interaction structure of the original factors is then examined through the pattern of the factorial configuration within each group. This approach was found to be successful for this set of data and a systematic pattern of the interaction structure was identified.
The purposes of this paper are to demonstrate the logical development of the analyses which led to this identification and to present a reformulation of the two-line analysis relating to the eight-line analysis showing how, in certain circumstances, a real interaction effect can remain undetected. The role of clustering in exploratory data analysis and an alternative interpretation in terms of the theory of two types of genes based on the present finding are discussed.
DATA AND CLUSTER ANALYSES (i) Experimental data
The mean chaeta number and mean yield of offspring for eight genotypes in nine environments are shown in table 2 (table 5 of CM75). Each genotype is represented by three letters indicating the origin (W or S) of the chromosomes X, II and III in that order. For example, WSS represents the genotype with its X-chromosome from W-stock and chromosomes II and III from S-stock. The ANOVA's for the 2 X 32 factorial (table 1) show that the factors involved in significant interactions are interrelated. Therefore, four-factor interactions (three major chromosomes and one environmental factor) need to be investigated for each trait. (ii) Clustering procedure To investigate the overall interaction structure, the design was defined as a two-way classification of eight genotypes (2 X 2 X 2) by nine environments (3 x 3). Each genotype (substitution line) was regressed on an environmental index, calculated as the difference between the mean response at a particular environment and the overall mean (table 2), and clusters were obtained by the method of Liii and Thompson (1975) .
Five groups for chaeta number and four groups for yield of offspring were formed when the grouping was stopped after the dissimilarity index (defined as the sum of squares of deviations from common regression) exceeded the tabulated 5 per cent F-value. The results of the clustering process are shown by the dendrogram in fig. 1 (iii) Cluster pattern and the structure of the data
The general pattern underlying the chromosome constitution of these groups is as follows:
(a) With the exception of SWW and WWS for yield of offspring, the groups for chaeta number and for yield of offspring are complementary in the sense that genotypes belonging to the same group for one trait are in different groups for the other trait. This result suggests that these two traits are independent (the correlation coefficient between the traits is only -OO4 from the observed values and -005 from residuals after fitting the 2 X 32 factorial model). The groupings were obtained by a method which assumes a linear regression of GE interaction on the environmental index. To check whether the conjectured data structure is consistent with the original environmental factors, Le., container and temperature, the data were analysed with the genotypes divided into two sets, the first consisting of genotypes with at most one W (SSS, WSS SWS, SSW) and the second consisting of genotypes with at most one S (WWW, SWW, WSW, WWS). The analyses (table 3) show that most of the variation among genotypes and most of the variation associated with their interaction with environment (temperature for chaeta number and container type for yield of offspring) is accounted for by set 1 for chaeta number, by set 2 for yield of offspring, and by the contrast between sets for both traits. The variation accounted for by the complementary sets and the corresponding sources is generally small, i.e., about the same magnitude as the replicate error.
The appropriateness of the postulated two set structure can also be conveniently shown by plotting the data, separately for each set, in the following way: chaeta number, averaged over container type, against temperature ( fig. 2) and yield of offspring averaged over temperature, against container type (fig. 3) . The similarity of responses of the four genotypes in set 2 for chaeta number and in set 1 for yield of offspring is clearly indicated. Hence it seems reasonable to conclude that the interchromosomal interaction arises because the phenotypic value of the prevailing stock remains unchanged if only one chromosome is substituted. 
INVESTIGATION OF GE INTERACTION UNDER FOUR SETS OF BACKGROUND CHROMOSOME BASED ON TWO-LINE MODEL
Bucio Alanis' (1966) two-line model includes three parameters: an overall effect (d) which is the difference between two genotypes averaged over environments, an environmental effect (e) which is the difference between environments averaged over genotypes, and the statistical interaction (g) between d and e (i.e., GE interaction). MC76 studied the characteristics of these parameters in the following way. the eight substitution lines were divided into four sets corresponding to all possible combinations of the other two chromosomes, so that two genotypes in the same set were alike with respect to these background chromosomes (e.g., for X-chromosome, the eight lines yield four sets: WW'l4 vs. S.WJ, WWS vs. SWS, WSW vs. SSW, WSS vs SSS, where background chromosomes are underlined).
To study whether g values are influenced by the background chromosomes, the two-line model can be defined in the following way. Let d, ex, gx represent the genetic, environment and GE interaction respectively for the X-chromosome, and let dli,, e1, g, represent the corresponding values for background chromosome B,, (where i = 1,.. . , 4 corresponding to 4 sets of background chromosomes -WW -WS, -SW, -SS respectively). Further if we write g, X g8, interaction as 'XB then two genotypes which differ in their X-chromosome but with a uniform background B, in two environments can be written as in table 4. es,., = e + g e, = e, -eB e81 + g.
that if no interaction were present (i.e., 'XB = 0) the SS of differences should be approximately homogeneous for four sets.
SS of difference=4(g+IXfl,)2.
(1) However as equation (1) shows, the SS of differences contains two components, so the test may not be very sensitive since a relatively large value of g can easily mask the effect of 1x• A more sensitive test is to calculate the SS of (Ixfi,) for all four sets as follows:
where SS (overall difference) = SS( WWW + WV/S + WSW + WSS -
SWW-SWS-SSW-SSS).
It is interesting to note that (SS of IXBi) can be written in terms of the SS from the ANOVA based on the four-factor factorial experiment (X xlix III x E) in the following way:
Before applying these test statistics to the data, it is important to recall that since only one contrast of one environmental factor appears to be involved in the GE interaction, i.e., T2 (18°C and 2F5°C vs. 25°C) for chaeta number and C2 (Y and U vs. B) for yield of offspring (see tables 6 and 9 of CM75), it seems reasonable to test the MS for 'xB using these two environmental contrasts, as appropriate, for the two traits. However, to demonstrate how the choice of environmental conditions may influence results, we also present the 1x interaction MS using all nine environments (E), as well as using the significant environmental factor, (L e., temperature (T) for chaeta number and container type (C) for yeild of offspring). The results (table 5) show that when the MS are calculated based on E none are significant, but when based on T or C two are significant. Finally, when based on T2 or C2 the null hypotheses were rejected, with one exception, for all chromosomes and both traits. MC76's conclusion that g was unaffected by backgrounds (except chromosome III for yield of offspring) can be attributed to the test statistics and to the inclusion of all nine environments.
Discussion AND CONCLUSION
One of the most important objectives in the investigation of significant multi-factor interactions is to find out if there is any systematic pattern with respect to factor configurations. Such evidence, if recognised, can be a valuable scientific finding; if not recognized, the analysis may suggest an incorrect conclusion.
The identification of interaction patterns in the present example is due in large measure to the fact that these multifactors can be neatly classified into two super-factors, genotype and environment; and that the characteristics of the interaction served so well in differentiating the genotypes of different chromosome configurations. When a variable is highly susceptible to environmental impact (or other factor), the use of these responses as the criterion for grouping can be a useful tool for some biological problems. It is important to emphasise that cluster analysis is only a systematic way of finding regularity or patterns in data. The clusters themselves need not have an intrinsic meaning, but may suggest useful generalisations about the structure of the data; for example, in the present case, the two sets of genotypes. Anderberg's (1973) remark that "once a satisfactory structure is known and defended on its own merits any cluster analysis that contributed to its discovery is only of historical interest" is an excellent statement of this role of cluster analysis. Essentially, cluster analysis is a tool of discovery about the data. This is the basic attitude toward cluster analysis as employed in the present paper.
Another point to be noted is that clustering is an exploratory procedure whose primary function is to propose an explanation from the data; ANOVA is a confirmatory method whose primary function is to test whether the data conform with a proposed explanation: i.e., clustering is hypothesisgenerating and ANOVA is hypothesis-testing. In research, one needs to be aware of the limitations of confirmatory methods as tools for scientific inference. This is particularly true when dealing with new types of data, since, if the underlying mechanisms generating data are not fully understood, there is a possibility of relationships being overlooked if the only methods used in the analyses are those which conform with an existing hypothesis or model.
The present analyses show that the interchromosomal interaction in this set of data has an intrinsic pattern with respect to the chromosome configurations. The interaction apparently arises because the phenotypic values of prevailing (defined above) stocks remain unchanged if only one chromosome is substituted. Such a homeostatic property makes data interpretation based only on main chromosome effects uninformative. The summary for individual chromosome effect given in Table 11 of CM75 may be true for four genotypes with at most one chromosome from the prevailing stock, but untrue for the other four. For example, chromosome III was described as exerting the largest "average effect" on chaeta number. This is true when the effect is measured by the contrast SS W-SSS, (difference =-2-66 028, the S.E. being based on the error variance F39/4); but untrue when measured by the contrast WSW-WSS (difference =-O.49). The inconsistency strongly suggests that the interaction is fully as important as the main effect in interpreting the data.
Since the two-line analysis and the ANOVA for all eight genotypes are statistically related, as shown by equations (2) and (3), the conclusions derived from the two methods are expected to be the same. Nevertheless, MC76's investigation using the two-line analysis is genetically useful, because it provides an opportunity for assessing the validity of Mather (1975) and CM75's genetic hypotheses on GE interactions. Although three statistics (e, b, g) were investigated by MC76 over the four sets of background chromosomes, the main issue, from the viewpoint of Mather's (1975) genetic model, is whether the g of the contrasting chromosomes was independent of the background. Our investigation has shown that g was not independent. Thus Mather's (1975) expectation that "genes which do not differ between the genotypes, can affect the biological assessment (e) of the environment; but they obviously cannot produce any genotype X environment interaction (g)" is not supported by the data. That is the g for a particular fixed background may be different from the g for some other fixed background. Although not shown here, similar investigations conducted for the genetic parameter dalso showed that d was not independent of the background chromosomes. When interchromosome interactions exist, interpretation based on main effects only may be misleading. If we were to assume that the genes controlling average effects and the genes controlling GE interactions are of two distinct types and that what has happened at the chromosome level can be extended to the gene level (as CM75 conjectured), then the implication from the present data is that both types of genes can be conditionally dependent on the other genes of the same type within a chromosome; under certain gene combinations, the interaction effect among genes (i.e., epistasis) could cancel the individual gene effects.
